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PAULISTA, SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Seek the Truth and it will be revealed to you.
Search deep within yourself, as in the firmament of the Earth, which hides the depths of the
Cosmos, the answer to your innermost concerns, the calming of your anguish and the meaning of
your life.
Seek the Truth and it will be revealed to you because this is the time for unraveling mysteries. The
Law dictates that nothing be hidden any longer, neither from the eyes, nor from humankind's heart.
And, little by little, this revelation will manifest on the surface of the Earth.
From the peoples of the beginning of the history of humanity to the present days, many mysteries
were born and flourished. They are called "mysteries" because the human consciousness ignores
them. But that which is a living part of the history of each being will no longer be a mystery.
The mysteries of human life are those facts that hold the true potential of humanity, as well as the
reality that their existence did not begin with Earth, but rather in the depths of Divine Thought,
before everything was created.
What you consider a "mystery" must be unraveled, because this is the cycle of the Truth, and the
first Truth is that each being must know itself, understand its history, its roots, its errors and
difficulties, and also recognize the virtues and Gifts it received from God, throughout its evolution.
To know the Truth, you must thus seek it, knock on the door of the inner mystery and humbly
allow it to reveal itself.
Ask God for the Grace of being in peace, in the face of your deepest miseries, the roots of which
transcend life on Earth. And also, the Grace of humility, to recognize that this human project is
unique and that you are part of a Divine Treasure poised to manifest itself.
The gold of your spirit can become a precious celestial gift that, illumined by the Light of God,
causes hope to shine in the abysses. But you can also allow this gold to turn into dust, cause
ignorance and indifference to make of you an eternal and permanent mystery to yourself. And even
though all may be revealed, your eyes will see nothing.
Let your heart, child, open to the new cycles; that your concepts of life, of knowledge, of existence,
and of spirituality be renewed. Because you are facing a cycle in which the Truth will emerge, and
even though it is held within you, you have never been absolutely united with it.
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Everything will be new. Everything will be renewed and will show itself to the world as something
unique, although obvious from the beginning, for there is no being on Earth that does not feel at
their core that their ignorance hides a higher reality.
This reality will emerge. This Truth will show itself. Mysteries will cease to be mysteries, and you
will finally know yourself and recognize yourself in God.
Your Father and Friend,
The Most Chaste Saint Joseph

